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Certified Judge Training Goals
The AGS Judging Handbook offers clear procedures for observing crafted, artistic, and raw gourds with the
intention of selecting award winning specimens—an aid for judges and applicants alike. The Judging
Handbook does not recommend categories, entry qualifications, applicant restrictions, award types, or entry fees.
Those decisions are at the discretion of the individual organization. An organization which chooses to use the
AGS Judging Handbook criteria should publish that they will abide by these guidelines prior to their event,. Then
it is recommended that an AGS Certified Judge be solicited as head judge. Organizations may contact the Judge
Coordinator listed on the www.AmericanGourdSociety.org for a list of contacts.
This class is intended to train you to be a more effective judge of gourds—decorated and raw (undecorated). It
should reinforce and clarify the standardized procedures required of an AGS Certified Judge. When selected to
judge, you will be expected to adhere to the criteria and procedures in the AGS Judging Handbook. We hope you, as
a trained judge, will exercise flexibility, show no favoritism, encourage new artists, avoid negativity towards the
artwork or exhibits, give educational and respectful comments, and exhibit willingness to learn more where your
expertise is weak. When asked, you should translate the judging guidelines as stated, but you are discouraged from
creating new rules to fit a situation. Let the event coordinators make those decisions outside of the range of the
judging guidelines.
In this training, you will participate in several fun and educational activities:
1. A Review of the guidelines in the Handbook,
2. A Mock Judging, a hands-on practice run,
3. A Questions and Answers review showing how well your trainers have done, and
4. Presentation of credentials.
Upon completion of training, fill out the Apprentice Judge paperwork to add your name to the judges list that
can be requested by Head Judges. You will need to send your $20 fee to the AGS Judge Coordinator, Diane
Frankenfield (see attached).
If you ever lose your name tag and would like to order another for $20, contact Diane. She will maintain an up-todate list of authorized AGS judges available to Head Judges for gourd competitions.
Competition coordinators, either AGS or others, may contact you to ask you to be a judge or find a certified judge
for their gourd competition. We hope you will accept all or most invitations and feel pride in your contributions to
improve the quality of judging in gourd competitions nationwide.
Thank you for participating!
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Judging Guidelines Handbook Study Notes
Section 1: Introduction
 Competitions may choose to follow or not to follow the AGS judging guidelines
 Shows should publish which of the 3 scoring options which will be used
for judging
 AGS Judging Guidelines are published on the AGS website

Section 2: Judges
 Judges must be impartial & consistent
 Head Judge is appointed from available AGS certified judges
 Clerks must be able to keep clear and accurate records

Section 3: Competition Facility
 Categories in the competition will be clearly marked and divided so the
judges and public can see what gourds are entered in the various categories
 Competition area should be isolated during judging
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Section 4: Judging Authority
 The decision of awards by a judging team is final.
 Once announced, awards and ribbons are final and will not be withdrawn.
 In case of a clear error, duplicate awards (such as another first place ribbon)
may be given at the discretion of the head judge in order to correct errors.
 The head judge shall transmit the results of the judging to the chair of the
show/event; the chair will accept the results without any modification or
change.

Section 5: Prejudging Activities
 The head judge will meet with the judges, clerks & show chair in a private
area prior to any judging activities.
 If Detailed Scoring is selected, judges will use the entire 1-5 scale.
 It is very strongly suggested that there be several dry runs judging gourds not
in competition to hone their scoring and coordinating the scoring approach.
 Judges should be reasonably available during the show to explain
judging procedures.

Section 6: Judging Procedure
 Ideal judging team includes a minimum of 3 judges; several teams of judges
will be used for competitions with many categories
 Judging teams include a clerk to record decisions and discussion. Judges may
discuss the class with each other on the team, with the head judge, or
clerk…but no others.
 Judges should excuse themselves from judging a class if they (or a family
member or close friend) has an entry in that class.
 Disqualifications must be discussed with head judge, and moving an entry to
the proper class is optional, but recommended.
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 Judging considerations
o
o
o
o
o
o

Open-minded to the unique, unusual, different; appealing?
View up-close and from a distance
Impact, originality, applicability to category, quality of execution
Contribution to natural beauty of the gourd
Be fair, consistent and careful
Be conscientious and honest

Scoring Options
 Scoring Option A – Detailed Scoring
o Clerks tally scoring sheets from the individual judges on the team and
reports the results
o Highest score wins 1st place, and so on
o Raw & current season gourd category – max is 10 points including
cultural perfection, quality, trueness of type & color
o Crafted gourd categories – max is 25 points for originality,
craftsmanship, creativity, color &/or finish, accessories,
appropriateness for category
o Growers division – dried raw gourds: how to evaluate specimens of a
specific variety, gourd groupings and arrangements, and manipulated
gourds
 Scoring Option B – Simplified Scoring
o Clerks tally scoring sheets from the individual judges on the team and
reports the results
o Lowest score wins 1st place, next lowest is 2nd place and so on
o Judges rank order the entries, assigning “1” to their first choice entry, a “2”
to their second choice, and so on
o Raw & current season gourd category – 50% cultural perfection, quality;
50% trueness of type & color
o Crafted gourd categories – 50% for originality (craftsmanship,
accessories, artistic quality) ; 50% workmanship (neatness & quality,
color/finish, balance/scale, overall appearance)
 Scoring Option C – Verbal Consensus
o Judges will discuss the entries based on the following guidelines and
then based on consensus award the 1st, 2nd 3rd place winners.
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o Raw & current season gourd category –cultural perfection, quality, trueness
of type & color
o Crafted gourd categories –originality, craftsmanship, creativity, color
&/or finish, accessories, appropriateness for category

Section 7: Awards
 Show chair/committee determines & publishes individual categories and
classes and maximum number of awards in each class or category
 Clerks tally scores and informs judges of the rank order of the entries; judges
will confer in case of tie scores and decide on a tiebreaker
 Ribbons/awards are placed on or with the winning entries
 Names of artists not revealed if there are further awards (best of show, etc) to
be selected

Other points to consider
 Show chair/committee may have established certain awards that are crosscategory, such as best of show
 Judges will consider all the first place winners for any combined class awards,
using same scoring scale
 Once combined-class awards are decided, special awards are made. Best
newcomer, best of show, President’s award, best related to show theme, etc. are
examples of special awards.
 Special awards are outside the authority of the head judge and judges. Show
chair/committee may ask some or all of the judges to determine the winners of
these special awards.
 Entry rules are set by the show
 Entry tags are to be folded so that the name of the submitter is not visible to
the judges during the judging portion of the show
 Late entries are not a reason to re-judge a class or category
 A gourd may be entered into only one category or class per show
 Show chair/committee are to establish the classes, categories & qualification
guidelines for entries; who may enter the competition, acceptance time, place
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and
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procedures; award types and quantities; entry fees; requirements for vendors/other
to enter competition
 Show chair/committee are responsible for choosing winners of awards other
than individual categories and best of category/class; establishing how and when
entries are to be picked-up after the judging is complete
 Gourds entered in competition are available for photography or sketching by
anyone or any organization
 Photographs of gourds in competition may not be used by anyone for any income
or profit producing activity.
 Fair use of photographs of gourds in competition includes newsletters &
chapter websites.
 Examples of natural materials: linen or cotton cord, pine needles, animal or
plant parts, and flowers
 Examples of non-natural materials: paints, dyes, glass, plastic, wire
 Show chair/committee may state exceptions (such as a plastic stand, artificial
sinew to bind pine needles)
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 If the category states “substantially” or “predominantly” natural materials, then
the piece should be at least 90% natural materials. (The state organization can
have other rules.)
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Mock Judging Skit –
A humorous look at what NOT to do when judging!
Characters:
 Martha Stewardess or Martin Knowsall
 Susie Shy or Stan Starstruck
 Nancy or Norton Newbie
 Ima Meanie or Howlin Gruff
JUDGE 1: Hi, let me introduce myself. My name is Martha
Stewardess. I've judged all kinds of things like cake contests,
table setting competitions, and even a baby beauty contest. I
figure this competition is lucky to have me as a judge.
JUDGE 2: Wow, … OK. My name is Susie Shy. I'm very
impressed by your credentials! If you think my opinion is wrong,
please let me know. I'm willing to go along with whatever the
rest of you think.

POINT: Don't let the strong
personality of one judge
intimidate the others. Each
person's opinion is as
valuable as the others.

Judge 3: My name is Ima Meanie. I happened to glance at the
entries earlier today and I've already pretty much made up my
mind about what will and won't win. I have to tell you right
away that I hate "cutesie" stuff and won't vote for anything like
that!

POINT: Keep an open mind
and don't allow preconceived likes and dislikes
influence your decisions.

Clerk: I'm Nancy (or Norton) Newbie. I'll be your clerk since I've
never judged before, so I'm hoping to learn lots from all of you.
Does anyone have a pencil or clipboard I can borrow?

POINT: Be prepared with all
necessary materials before
starting.

JUDGE 1: Ok, let's get started. We are supposed to judge the
"African Culture" theme. It looks like we have 6 entries.

POINT: Know the category!
When in doubt, clarify
questions with the head
judge.

Judge 3: Well, right away we have to disqualify this entry. It's
obviously Egyptian and that doesn't fit in this category!
JUDGE 2: Err… Isn't Egypt Africa? Oh well, I guess you know
best….

Don't disqualify an entry
without a very good reason
and the approval of the
head judge.

JUDGE 1: Of the 5 entries we have left, I pick this one to be first
place. I love the color, it's my favorite. This other one should be
second and this one third place. Those other two are really
awful!
Clerk: Aren't you supposed to be using these score sheets? I
think you are supposed to give me a score to write down….

POINT: Use the judging
criteria. Know the scoring
system and apply it fairly.
Resist letting initial
impressions determine the
scoring.

Judge 3: Yes, I think that's right. So let's give the one Martha
likes 10 points, and just give the rest of them a lower score so
they match with the ribbons we want to give.
JUDGE 2: But, wait a minute - I'm really impressed with this one.
Look at what a beautiful job they did on the painting! And the
design is really unusual and attractive. They even did a
wonderful job cleaning the inside and painting it to match! It
really feels like an African design, too. Don't you think it should
at least place?

POINT: Be objective and
back up your opinions with
valid observations.
Whenever possible, offer
positive written comments
for each entry.

JUDGE 1: Well, I've already made up MY mind. No way I would
ever vote for that one - I know who made it and I can't stand
them! So I'm not voting for it.

POINT: Keep an open mind
and respect the opinions of
all the other judges. Be
objective and don't allow
personal biases to color
your decisions.

Clerk: I agree with Susie, I like that gourd too!
Judge 3: Hey, who asked you for your opinion?

JUDGE 1: We're just wasting time now. We've got several more
categories to go and we don't have time to be nit-picky and look
at every little detail. I still say we should just give this one first
place.

POINT: Generally, the clerk
does record keeping only.
They may offer an opinion
only if asked by the judges.

Judge 3: (Picks up gourd) Susie did make a good point about this
gourd – and the one you like doesn't really look very African to
me. Whoops! Almost dropped it!!

POINT: Take your time and
do a thorough job with each
category. Every entry
deserves to be judged on its
own merit, and should
always be handled with care
and respect.

JUDGE 2: Well, I'm still not sure…
JUDGE 1: (Big SIGH) Give me a break. If you idiots won't vote to
give the one I like first place, then I'm quitting. Besides, I
promised my friend I would vote for her gourd and she is my
transportation home!

POINT: If you can't be fair,
then you shouldn't be a
judge!

Clerk: Wow, I'm really learning a lot about how to be a judge!

POINT: What has this clerk
learned? Will she be a good
judge in the future?

Summary:
Believe it or not, you will encounter some or all of these types of situations. Unfortunately they
will not be so obvious (in most cases). When you get the impression of someone trying to
influence the opinions of others, it will take courage to stick to your guns and verbalize the
merits of your decision. The same goes for favoritism, being rushed, and
sloppiness/unpreparedness. Consider notifying the head judge if the behavior is persistent or
“over the top.”

Open Book Exam
Instructions
Answer the questions and then go to the Handbook and find the ‘rule’ that applies.
Write the rule number next to the question” – like 5.4 if it was about having a dry run of the judging
ahead of the official judging event.

An organization publishes that they are holding a gourd competition and that it is using the
standardized guidelines in the AGS Judging Handbook...
1. If a competition uses the AGS standards, may they change any rules?
a. No
b. Yes, any of them, if announced ahead of time
c. Yes, but only the scoring option and rule 7.6, and both must be announced ahead of
time

2. How does a person become an AGS Certified Judge?
a. Fill out appropriate paperwork and mail a fee to the AGS
b. Participate in and complete an AGS Certified Judge Training
c. All those who have judged in the past are "grandfathered" and are automatically AGS
certified judges

3. Must an AGS Certified Judge be present for a Show to operate under the AGS Judging
Guidelines?
a. Yes
b. No, but if one or more Certified Judges are present, an AGS Certified Judge must be
the head judge

4. Are clerks involved in selecting the award winners?
a. Yes, they have a vote as do the judges on the team
b. No, and they may not participate in deliberations
c. No, unless the judges ask them a question

5. Once an award is announced, may it later be withdrawn?
a. No, but the head judge may award a duplicate in case of error
b. Yes, upon joint approval of head judge and show chair
c. Yes, but only in the case of a clear error

6. Who makes the final decision as to awards?
a. The head judge
b. The judging team
c. Normally the judging team, but they may ask the head judge for advice or a decision
d. The head judge in consultation with the show chair

7. Under the AGS judging guidelines, must every entry in the show include a gourd or gourd
parts?
a. Yes
b. No, gourd art, such as photography or drawings, is allowed

8. How are entries disqualified by the judges?
a. Judges are not allowed to disqualify entries
b. Judging teams may disqualify entries on their own
c. Judging teams may disqualify entries after approval of the head judge, who may or may
not choose to make the decision

9. If a gourd considered for disqualification is instead moved to another category that has already
been judged, can the category be re-judged, or are the awards already final?
a. The new gourd can only be considered for duplicate awards, since awards are final
b. Since awards have not yet been announced, they are not final, and the entire category
should be re-judged

10. Scoring options A and B are numerically based. In case of ties, what happens?
a. Duplicate prizes are automatically awarded
b. The clerk will determine which gourd received more high grades
c. The judging team will break the tie by a discussion; duplicate place awards may be
given

11. For scoring options A and B (numerically based), are deviations allowed from the scoring
method?
a. No
b. Yes, at the discretion of the judges
c. Yes, if announced in advance by the show committee. Such exceptions should be rare

12. Must all place awards as announced by the show be awarded (for example, if there are three
entries, and the show is awarding 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place, must all three awards be given)?
a. Yes
b. No

13. If there is only one entry in a category, must that entry be awarded the 1st place award?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Maybe. This is rule 7.6, which states that normally the answer is yes unless in
exceptional circumstances the gourd does not deserve a 1st place. However, the show
committee may establish different rules

14. How is the height of a gourd measured?
a. From the blossom end to the stem protrusion, following the gourd’s curvature
b. To the highest point when the gourd sits on a surface, stem not included
c. Measure as in both a & b, then the longest measurement applies

15. If a category specifies "all natural materials" must 100% of the materials be natural?
a. Yes
b. No; the category may allow for exceptions as announced by the show

16. May a gourd be entered in competition if it has been entered in the past?
a. Yes
b. No
c. That is a decision of the show committee. Judges will judge what is presented to them

17. Are decisions on major awards (such as best of show, best show theme, best newcomer)
made by the same judging teams?
a. Yes
b. No
c. No; the show committee makes them, and has the option of asking the judging teams to
participate or make the decision

18. In a gourd craft category, if the quality of the gourd used is poor, judges should rank the gourd
entry lower than they would otherwise. Is this true?
a. Yes
b. No

19. When measuring the height or length of a gourd, is the stem ever included in the
measurement?
a. Yes
b. No

20. May a visitor to the gourd competition take photos or sketches of the entries?
a. Yes, for any purpose
b. No
c. Yes, but not for a profit-producing activity

21. What is required for the awarding of an AGS-sponsored award?
a. An AGS Certified Judge or AGS officer to be part of the decision process
b. An AGS Certified Judge or AGS officer to be present
c. Both a and b

22. Which are qualities of a good judge? Choose all that apply.
a. Ability to remain impartial and fair
b. Willingness to keep the judging deliberations confidential
c. Ability to work graciously with other judges and consider differing opinions
d. Willingness to eat a raw gourd
e. Only a, b, and c

23. What does the Apprentice Judge need to do become a Certified Judge?
a. Participate in 2 practice judging sessions with Certified Judges
b. Participate as a Clerk at a Gourd Show
c. Participate as a Judge at a Gourd Show
d. Successfully completes a Final Exam

24. Which of the following are examples of workmanship defects? Choose all that apply.
a. Pencil marks are visible
b. Excess glue is visible
c. Stem or blossom-end of gourd are dirty
d. Varnish or color runs are evident
25. According to the AGS Judging Handbook what is the recommended size of a judging team?
a. A minimum of 3 judges and 1 clerk
b. One judge and 1 clerk
c. The handbook does not state a recommended size of a judging team

Judging Considerations

The Gourd
• Appropriateness for the project (thickness matters for some techniques)
• Are the stem, body and blossom ends clean? (see the Show’s Rules)
• Inside clean and finished?
• Does it sit steady?
Neatness
• Holes (clay, pyrography, etc) neat & sharp or does it have ragged edges
• Stitching is uniform (versus overlapping or has uneven gaps)
• Finish is neat and has a smooth finish
Presentation & Design
• Proportional, perspective correct?
• Complexity
• Created with technical soundness?
• Does the technique (per category) predominate?
Details Matter
• Color done well (even or patchy?)
• Does glue/adhesive show in the finished piece?
• Finish compliments the design (no runs or fingerprints?)
Skill & Artistry
• Degree of difficulty
• Originality

Appendix

The Making of the
AGS Judging Handbook
It all started when Bill Lanning approached former AGS President Bob James at a gourd show and
suggested we should have judging standards and trained judges. It was mentioned in our
publication, The Gourd Magazine, that we needed volunteers to start such a project. Not long
after that, an AGS committee composed of those who volunteered was formed and charged with
the responsibility of submitting a draft set of judging standards.
The committee consisted of Barbara Nelson, Pat Patterson, Janet Barnett, Merilou Jenkins, Judy
Richie, and Leigh Adams. After a lot of hard work, they submitted a draft in 2007. Then all of AGS
members were invited to participate. The draft was posted on the AGS website. Many busy
months were spent discussing and debating the details of every point, and as important points
were discussed, we'd take votes to confirm agreement with the decisions. When the Committee
was ready, the Judging Guidelines were submitted to our Board who voted to accept these rules
as the AGS judging standards. There was no doubt that this will be a document that will change in
the future as we have experience using these standards; that's what is the strength of our process.
We'll use these standards, yet learn from them as to how they might become better in the future.
Thanks to everyone in the American Gourd Society for being a part of this process. It is a
document we can all be proud of, because we all worked on it together. AGS is proud of the "can
do" attitude of the Committee as they debated the details, because everyone had a common goal
and worked to get there. AGS hopes many people aspire to become AGS Certified Judges; you'll
find a friendly, understandable, and society-wide standard that will add to the quality of our
competitions.

AGS Certified Judge Application

Thank you for showing interest in completing the program to become an American Gourd Society (AGS) judge
through these standardized procedures and requirements.
Becoming Certified
Step 1: To become an AGS Certified Judge is to ensure you are a current member of the American Gourd Society.
Please ensure that your membership is up to date to begin this process.
Step two: Download and read the 1) AGS Judging Handbook, 2) Student Handbook, and 3) Judging Categories
Guidelines PRIOR to attending this class. You can get all of these from the website,
http://www.americangourdsociety.org/judging.html
Step three: Attend one of the many qualified events held in many different states. You start as an Apprentice
Judge, complete another event and then become a Certified Judge. As you complete at the completion of
this class, will receive credentials, and will have your name added to the AGS website list of Apprentice and
Certified Judges qualified to judge AGS-sanctioned gourd competitions. You will have two (2) years to
complete the additional requirement of judging or clerking at an AGS sanctioned competition. The person
instructing you at that course is required to complete the 2018 AGS Judge Training Session form and mail it in.
There is no charge for the instruction itself. This seminar will familiarize you with the AGS Judging Guidelines,
provide hands-on judging, and provide guidance in using AGS standardized criteria. Bring a note paper & pen,
a flexible ruler and a small flashlight to class as well as your reading assignment.
Step four: Complete this form. If you are becoming initially certified, send in the check for $20 for your
personalized official Apprentice Judge and then Certified Judge nametag and postage. Please note that this is
the actual cost of the name badge and engraving.
Updating your Certification
If you are an Apprentice Judge and have satisfied the requirements for becoming a Certified Judge, check the
appropriate box and send in the $20 for your Certified Judge name tag.
If you are a Certified Judge and have satisfied the requirements for becoming a Certified Judge Instructor, check
the appropriate box and send in the $20 for your new Judge Instructor name tag.
If you have changed your name or lost your name tag, please send in the check made payable to the AGS for $20
to replace your judge name tag.

Sponsor Contact person:
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY!

Name (as it should appear on your nametag):
Address

Email:
Phone:

Required:
I am a current member of the American Gourd Society

Check applicable:
I have satisfied the requirements to become an Apprentice Judge
I have satisfied the requirements to become a Certified Judge
I have satisfied the requirements to become a Certified Judge Instructor

I have enclosed a check made payable to the AGS for $20 for my personalized judge name tag

I agree that my contact information may be made available to potential competition planners
(optional)
Individuals should follow the instructions below to mail application and check to receive their name tags, or
instructors for judging certification courses can collect individual applications and checks for their class
Send this application and check to:
AGS Judge Certification
Attn: Diane Frankenfield
9097 Deer Hill Road
Belews Creek, NC 27009-9712
For questions, call 336-402-1060 or email itsagourdlife@gmail.com

